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Note on the Songs

This is a book full of songs. In order that they be treated as such, I have
recorded as many as possible, given that so few of their tunes are known.
There are of course many more out there, either too famous or too obscure
to set down. These songs, listed in the order in which they are first encoun-
tered in the text, are available to stream and download at <soundcloud
.com/napoleonandbritishsong/tracks>. I have refrained from supplying a
complete track list here, in the hope of uploading further songs upon the
discovery of additional tunes. The interpretations are as simple as possible,
to give a sense of tune and tempo only, rather than attempt to recreate any
subjective sense of performance conditions or indeed any particular accent.
Please bear in mind that both texts and tunes may have varied from one
performance to another.
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Introduction

It is no coincidence that they named the Wars after him. Few have ever
loomed as large as Napoleon; in the imaginations of the inhabitants of the
British Isles, only Hitler (perhaps) and that aggregated individual known as
‘the Pope’ have figured with comparable prominence. No historical figure
has taken up so many pages of English-language publications – memoirs,
monographs, novels, poems, songs. This introduction is itself written amidst
the throes of anniversary, two hundred years on from the Hundred Days. Yet
the eloquence of the caricatures once again hanging in the British Museum,
in which the big-hatted, small-bodied creation of Gillray and the demonic
imagery of Rowlandson figure so affectively, threatens to enshrine one col-
lective memory of Napoleon whilst obliterating all others.1 Indeed, the
laudable historical turn to material and visual culture has in the case of
Napoleon led to a general focus on officially endorsed propaganda, at the
expense of less accessible subaltern memories often preserved, if at all, in a
more orally located culture.2 The historical reality is that across the British
Isles, both during and especially after the Napoleonic Wars, the eponymous
Bonaparte was better loved and respected by the general populace than
Wellington, Pitt, or the Prince Regent. Nowhere was this sentiment more
strongly expressed, nor more remorselessly challenged, than in the realm of
popular song.

‘Popular’ song – a heterodox amalgam of Elizabethan balladry and the lat-
est light-operatic hits, of elite patriotic effusions and obscene gutter cant,
of provincial beggars’ improvisations and Romantic poetry – was the most
widespread and influential form of literary and musical expression of the
day. At the turn of the century, this ubiquitous medium found a ubiqui-
tous subject. Never were so many melodies, verses and choruses expended
in praise, condemnation, pity, and ridicule as in the case of Napoleon: and
never to so little scholarly attention, save from collectors of what is some-
times called ‘folksong’. All too often, major authorities in this field persist
in making brief asides to ‘many less famous works’, whilst privileging a nar-
row corpus of Romantic verse or journalism as representative of the British

1



2 Napoleon and British Song, 1797–1822

experience, usually wildly underestimating the number of songs or the scope
of their impact in the process.3 Conversely, the sheer mass of material avail-
able has tended to diminish its interest as a set of discrete cultural objects.
In a recent work, Kate Horgan notes of Michael Scrivener that he ‘makes
the valuable point that songs were so ‘material’ and ‘commonplace’ as to be
excluded from the aesthetic domain’, an exclusion perpetuated by too many
modern academics.4 Thus, in making proper and exhaustive enquiry into
the representation of one man in song, my simplest aim is to bring to light
a neglected corpus of historically important material, and to treat the songs
within it with a just degree of aesthetically inflected consideration.

This ‘bringing to light’ of a host of songs, some four hundred of which are
tabulated in this book’s Appendix, should furnish historians, ballad and lit-
erary scholars alike with a fascinating and surprisingly eclectic body of texts.
My principal methodological aim in this book is to pioneer a new model
of reading them. I have sought to approach these culturally sensitive ver-
nacular texts in a way that takes into account their musical nature, their
performative affect and their generic characteristics. A key concept I have
formulated here is ‘fitness’: a means of helping to reconstruct some sense
of songs’ reception by audiences by evaluating how well they functioned,
without resorting to subjective value judgements or worrying about the red
herring of ‘authenticity’. This book, after all, differs from most studies of
song (or indeed poetry), in that I have tried to consider all songs with rele-
vant subject matter, rather than songs conceived of (either by the author
or via some historical process of canonisation) as being ‘good’ or exem-
plary. Indeed, many subjective opinions, my own included, would deem
the majority of songs in question to be not very good, and even downright
bad. I cannot simply dismiss that consideration, on the grounds of schol-
arly detachment, or attribute it to the songs’ ‘low’ status. That would be bad
history. As Robert Walser has put it, the ‘understanding of cultural pleasures
is an unavoidable precondition to understanding social relations, identities,
structures, and forces, so we might as well confront the issue head-on: we
are, despite the proverb, in the business of accounting for taste’.5 In this
book, I have sought both to account for why many of these songs might
have been heard by contemporaries as ‘bad’, and to theorise such judge-
ments with more objective, technical evaluation, the better to address the
all important matter of these songs’ reception.

‘All important’, because I am interested here not in an abstracted literary
record but in a historical process. My principal aim historically is to use these
songs to understand popular mentalities during the Napoleonic Wars, and
the relation of the mass of the people with both Napoleon and the British
state. I do not mean by this that I expect song texts to illustrate popular
mentalities. Rather, songs were employed actively to construct and contest
identity and opinion, by writers, publishers, singers, and buyers, and it is
that process – to which the song texts (written, printed, performed, and
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heard) were central – that is of interest. Put another way, song afforded a
cultural space in which politics all of kinds was done. My aim is to ascertain
what was achieved when politicking was combined with musicking.6

My historical goal, then, is to make sense of a wealth of ephemeral mate-
rial produced in Britain about Napoleon, so as to ascertain what the British
people thought of him – and, as a necessary corollary, what they thought of
the war effort conducted by the British state. (This precludes a wider engage-
ment with Napoleonic song across the Atlantic or on the Continent: for the
latter, I would recommend the ongoing work of, among others, Katherine
Hambridge and Éva Guillorel.)7 I seek thereby to contribute to major areas
of specifically historical debate, addressed below; to determine how far popu-
lar culture was a means of self-expression and self-definition on the part of a
nascent working class, and how far a means of exerting sociopolitical control
on the part of a loyalist and moralising elite; to judge whether this period
was really, as has been repeatedly and eloquently claimed, a cornerstone
in the creation of a united British identity.8 To do so productively, I must
achieve a historiographical goal as well, by furthering our ability to engage
with problematic media, such as songs, when asking political questions.

Irrespective of discipline, academics have come to appreciate the fun-
damental entanglement of politics with what was once thought of as
‘mere’ cultural history. In a major musicological survey, Jane Fulcher has
recently written of the impact of first Foucault, and then Bourdieu, whose
work ‘allowed us to identify political power in systems of representa-
tion . . . We have hence grown increasingly aware that culture is neither extra-
neous to politics nor devoid of authentic political content but may rather be
a fundamental symbolic expression or articulation of the political.’9 Political
historians have undergone the same journey in reverse, John Barrell writing
that:

Historians of this period . . . have characteristically tended to describe its
political history without much reference to the ramifications of political
conflict beyond the area that can be thought of as ‘directly’ political, in
the wider culture or in daily life. Historians of literature and art, on the
other hand, have increasingly focused their attention on the politics of
culture in the period, but . . . have frequently been content to rely on each
other’s ready-made and very broad-brush accounts [of politics] . . . A mul-
tidisciplinary approach . . . is the only approach which can attempt to
suggest the extent to which the whole life of a nation was believed to
have been penetrated by political suspicions and restructured by political
conflict.10

As Barrell indicates, the period of the French Revolution and its aftermath
is especially resonant in this regard, as numerous forms of material, writ-
ten, and visual culture were put to use in the service of what is now called
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propaganda. In the past 30 years, a good deal of excellent scholarship has
conducted just such multidisciplinary enquiries.11 Historians have taken
great strides in assimilating the particularities of painting, caricature, ges-
ture, and festival into their thought. Yet the problems posed by song have
not been overcome: we have not come to terms with the medium as a
type of musicking – both as a strictly musical form and as sung, heard, and
bought. Roy Porter’s analogous 1986 dictum in the London Review of Books,
that we must ‘analyse . . . prints not just as “evidence” but as “art”, with its
own conventions’, has not yet been satisfactorily applied to song.12

In fact, the most important work in this field has come, not from histor-
ical studies such as Roy Palmer’s The Sound of History, but from specialised
areas of musicology, psychology and folklore; at least one leading histo-
rian of the nineteenth century is openly ‘proselytising for a folkloric turn’.13

Robert Darnton’s Poetry and the Police has also broken new methodological
ground by including links to recordings of the songs discussed, an excellent
innovation only hampered by anachronistic arrangement and production.14

This focus on enacted song culture has produced several excellent social
historical studies in areas as disparate as Renaissance Florence and, more per-
tinently, nineteenth-century Ireland, yet none has contributed significantly
to dialogue between cultural and political history.15 Numerous articles have
restated the significance of performance to a song’s meaning: of the need
to unite music, social space, and politics. Worthy sentiments: yet they are
rarely backed up by sustained research.16 In fact, what is to my mind the
most perceptive study of how the idiosyncrasies and conventions of perfor-
mance can alter or subvert political meaning, written by Helen Burke, takes
as its subject the stage, rather than song.17 Michael Davis exhibits a similar
sensitivity to the mediatory importance of performance, in a succinct verdict
upon the compositions of Thomas Spence: ‘Songs like this were deliberately
didactic. Their lyrics intended to be politically instructive, but often they
must have been virtually impossible to sing.’18 This sort of appreciation is all
too rare, however. The most significant historian’s contribution by far is that
of the early modernist Christopher Marsh, whose work I read (and listened
to) only after the writing of this book – yet it is of real significance to scholars
of any historical period interested in the social or political role of music.19

My scope is more limited than Marsh’s swathe of both history and musical
practice, but I hope to effect a similar entente between historians and music
making.

One barrier to that entente is of course that of musical language, so often
alienating to those without specialist training. The technical vocabulary
of music cannot in itself bridge the gap between the description of tech-
nique and the affective impact of a piece of music. Yet without it, discourse
often descends into vague, subjective impressions (happy, sad, memorable,
dull) that fail to advance beyond one’s own experience. The very possi-
bility of ascribing emotional meaning to music is suspect among current
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musicologists. Nor should we regress to the close reading of scores in the
expectation of learning something universally applicable about the ‘work’.
My solution is instead to focus on songs, not as musical works, but as works
subject to musicking: to consider them as written, as sung in performance,
as heard, and as sung in recreation (the ultimate aim of popular song before
the era of recording). Mark Booth’s little-known The Experience of Songs is
a good example of what may be achieved when we consider song texts as
things that are sung.20 Booth conducts no musical analysis, concentrating
on the ‘song verse’, yet demonstrates that ‘even if we only postulate music
with these words, we can hear them better’: a hypothesis that is especially
helpful when it comes to the songs in this book, many of which specify
no particular tune.21 Again, I came to Booth’s work at the very end of this
project, but it has helped crystallise much of my own thinking, in demon-
strating how we may circumvent the linguistic challenges posed by music
itself.

This should not be construed as an attempt to remove music from song.
This book includes a large body of recordings of the songs discussed which,
whilst not adhering to any strict doctrine of ‘historical practice’, nonethe-
less attempts to provide the reader (and listener) with a point of access
to these songs as musical performances. At all costs, I wish to avoid treat-
ing songs as in any way ‘illustrative’, one flaw of a work that still looms
large in this area of history, E.P. Thompson’s The Making of the English Work-
ing Class. In Thompson’s great thesis, singers are alluded to variously (and
inconsistently) as government mouthpieces; as one among many disrep-
utable features of fairs; and as facilitators of Luddite, satirical, and radical
discourse, bringing the printed word to the illiterate. In these instances,
they are passive.22 Songs are treated as indicative rather than active objects:
for example, as celebrations of Trafalgar and the British tar.23 Thompson’s
influence in my work has less to do with his use of songs, than with the dis-
course he has generated about the use of cultural forms by workers to resist
authority: of culture as subaltern social signifier, and culture as subjected to
authoritarian attempts at control and repression. As Thompson summarises:
‘The process of social discipline was not uncontested.’24

I would demur, however, from applying too strict a class-based reading to
popular song and the Napoleonic Wars. Attempts to subvert the song culture
of the masses from above were largely failures, whilst that culture continued
to revitalise itself from below. These processes might be read within a narra-
tive of working-class self-creation and the rejection of values imposed from
above. Yet other factors are also at play that nuance this reading: the fruit-
ful creative dialogue between the composition of popular song and polite
verse; the low social origins of some loyalist writers; the magpie tendencies
of popular taste, as keen to assimilate the music of the middling stage as
that of the street. Above all, I would eschew a partisan radical reading: the
fierce autonomy of popular song culture was capable of resisting all political
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discourse, not just the politics of authority, and we should not necessarily
associate sympathy to Napoleon with a radicalised political programme.

One key divergence from Thompson’s story here is that The Making of the
English Working Class is necessarily a narrative of change, as are most his-
torical analyses of the war years, whereas, following David Hopkin, I wish
to emphasise the importance of historical continuity: as historians, we are
too readily drawn to the gleam of development, at the expense of the dull
stuff of stasis.25 The Napoleonic Wars stimulated a tumult of developments
in British society. But these developments did not obliterate existing modes
of existence, which often proved surprisingly resilient. As this book sets out
to demonstrate, popular song culture was an excellent example of this, as
a living discourse inimical to wholesale reform. Songs and singers were not
typically given to preaching, to radicalising, or to constructing the nation
state. Rather, they told individual and affective narratives that, if they were
to succeed, had to resonate with the existing conditions of daily life: a phe-
nomenon that Alan Lomax called ‘maximal accord’.26 Thompson’s often
overlooked Customs in Common is more pertinent in this regard, in the
attention it pays to the fractured and contradictory incoherence of pop-
ular culture as a whole, and the resistance of this heterogeneous culture
to attempts at systematisation. Of supreme importance to the impact of
the Napoleonic Wars on British society is his verdict on the preceding one
hundred years: it is a ‘characteristic paradox of the century [that] we have
a rebellious traditional culture’.27 We should not expect such a subaltern,
intransigent society as the eighteenth century that Thompson depicts to be
easily suborned by either post-revolutionary radicals, or the loyalist nation
builders of Linda Colley’s Britons.

Unlike Thompson, who made liberal use of ballad lyrics, Colley’s only ref-
erence to Napoleonic-era song is a glance at ‘The Pitman’s Revenge Against
Buonaparte’, which she reduces to an expression of pleasure in violence.28

She writes: ‘The cult of heroic endeavour and aggressive maleness that was so
pronounced in patrician art and literature at this time, was just as prominent
in popular ballads and songs.’29 There is an insightful and accurate implica-
tion here – that elite and popular culture were connected – that she fails to
tease out. To do so would be to refute one aspect of Peter Burke’s Popular
Culture in Early Modern Europe, by suggesting that cultural practice was not so
rigidly separated along class lines by 1800 as he posits, a theme I develop
in this book. Nor does Colley discuss song as a propagating medium of
national unity, despite the centrality to her work of this unifying narrative.
Revisionism of this argument has come so far that it is easy to forget that on
first publication, she was attacked in The Times for her radical undermining
of the immutable truth of Britishness in charting its artificial, historically
contingent creation.30 Colley dissects this process quite brilliantly. I simply
wish to question her conclusion: that this process successfully inculcated
a unified, loyal, British identity. I appreciate that, in revising an earlier


